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Abstract 
 
The common drivers for hotel accommodation are tourism and business travel and hotel 

demand seem to outstrip supply in many places. More than 50 % of visitors to Sweden stay at 

a traditional hotel but is there room for alternate accommodation like serviced apartments 

besides the traditional hotel for people visiting? These are usually referred to as extended stay 

or long-stay accommodation. The aim of this thesis project is to explore whether there are 

growth opportunities for serviced apartments in Sweden. A secondary aim of the thesis 

project is to identify challenges (if any) to this segment and also to identify the major 

operators of serviced apartments in Sweden. The research has been conducted through 

literature review, survey and interviews. The findings are that there seem to be growth 

opportunities particularly in the Stockholm area, even though there are issues that need to be 

addressed by the industry such as its fragmented nature and to keep up with company traveler 

programs and policies. The research also found that the major operators in Sweden are small, 

independent and national.  
 
Efterfrågan på hotellrum drivs framförallt av turist och affärsresenärer och på manga ställen 

verkar efterfrågan vara större än efterfrågan. Mer än hälften av turisterna som kommer till 

Sverige bor på ett traditionellt hotell när de kommer på besök och övernattar men finns det 

utrymme för alternativt boende som lägenheter med självhushållning? Syftet med detta 

examensarbete är att undersöka huruvida det finns tillväxtmöjligheter för segmentet 

självhushållda lägenheter (s.k. long-stay) tillhandahållna av operatörer. Syftet är också (om än 

sekundärt) att identifiera utmaningar för denna bransch samt vilka de största operatörerna är? 

Information har samlats in via genomgång av befintlig litteratur på ämnet, via 

enkätundersökning och intervjuer. Slutsatsen är att det verkar finnas tillväxtmöjligheter, 

framförallt i Stockholm även om branschen står inför flera utmaningar såsom tydlighet med 

produkten. Operatörerna i Sverige är identifierade som små, fristående och nationella. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The common drivers for hotel accommodation are tourism and business travel (Schmitz & 

Brett, 2001). Since the emergence of mass tourism, destinations are constantly faced with the 

challenge of providing an adequate supply of suitable accommodation (Warnken et al., 2003). 

According to statistics from the Swedish Central Bureau of Statistics (2013), the number of 

overnight travelers spent in hotels (including hostels and cabins) has increased by about 26 % 

between 2003 and 2012. According to a report from the Swedish Agency for Economic and 

Regional Growth (2013), the total turnover for tourism was SEK 275,5 billion in 2012. 

Globally it is expected that travel and tourism will achieve an annual growth of 3 percent 

between now and 2030. A three percent annual growth would mean that the total turnover in 

Sweden by 2030 would be around SEK 469 billion, an increase with 70 percent. Much of that 

turnover is spent on accommodation and at traditional hotels in particular which accounts for 

more than 50 percent of the number of overnights spent in Sweden.  

 

According to the Swedish Central Bureau of Statistics (2013), 28,6 million travel nights were 

spent in hotels in Sweden in 2012 generating a revenue of 18 billion SEK which is 6,5 percent 

of the total turnover in tourism. Given an annual growth of 3 percent in travel and tourism and 

given that hotels generate 6,5 percent of the total turnover, the revenue in 2030 for hotels will 

be about SEK 30 billion, a considerable amount of new nights to compete for. However, 

while tourism has continued to grow in relation to Sweden’s total economy, exports and 

employment, there has been a weakening of the country’s relative competitiveness as a 

destination in terms of number of commercial nights spent from abroad. For the first time in 

many years, there has been a decline in commercial nights spent from abroad, which fell by 

0.8 percent in 2012. Even if Sweden is the Nordic country with the highest market share of 

commercial overnights, in relation to our Nordic neighbours, Sweden also lost market share of 

inbound tourism in the Nordic region for the third consecutive year (Swedish Agency for 

Economic & Regional Growth, 2013). The competition for tourists seems to get harder and 

harder with many countries trying to attract new and recurring visitors.  

 

Increasingly, the hotel demand is also dependent on international convention and business 

meetings (Schmitz & Brett, 2001). According to a study in the UK, the number of 

international conferences and meetings is an important driver in terms of the expected demand 

for serviced apartments (Foxley, 2001). The number of international association meetings has 
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in recent years seen a significant growth globally and has during the period of 2003-2012 

increased from 6.437 to 11.156 meetings. In Sweden the number has risen from 147 to 233 

meetings placing Sweden in place 15 out of 191 countries. Stockholm is in place 12 with 110 

international meetings in 2012 (ICCA, 2013). Although there has been significant growth of 

international conventions over the last 5 years, there is a declining trend in terms of length of 

stay (ICCA, 2013) during the conventions which would seem to have a negative impact on 

SAs! Europe has by far been the leader in hosting international meetings and has had a steady 

share over the last 40 years. Asia/Middle East and Latin America has gained market share 

over the last 10-15 years while North America has a reduced share of the market even though 

USA still is the country with the most number of meetings (ICCA, 2013). 

 

But there are few long-term accommodation alternatives available for visitors to Sweden 

besides the traditional hotels or hostels. Cheap international travel as well as the 

corresponding increase in the level of sophistication of international travelers has meant that 

interest in serviced apartments has risen at the expense of the use of hotels for short stays 

(Servicedapt.com, 2014). Changing business travel patterns and more demanding guests have 

impacted an increase in demand for alternative accommodation like hotel- and serviced 

apartments (Foxley, 2001). The Global Serviced Apartments Industry Report 2013-2014 

suggests that the number of serviced apartments in their network globally has risen from 

about 447 000 units in 2010 to about 656 000 units in 2014, an increase of 47 percent. These 

are well established in the USA, Australia and in the Far East with many different brands 

catering for different niches markets. Even the European markets in the UK, France and 

Germany has matured significantly over the last few years.  With all the growth the sector has 

experienced globally over the last decade, still, in Sweden it seems that this is at an early stage 

of development with a limited amount of hotels and operators for this particular segment.  

 

Political barriers to entry or planning regulations could make a market difficult to penetrate. 

In for example London, planning regulations have made it a challenge for new operators in 

securing the right locations because of the “90 day rule”. This effectively states “that any 

residential accommodation that will be occupied on a temporary basis (less than 90 days) 

requires hotel rather than residential planning consent.” This policy was adopted to both 

protect the capital's permanent housing stock, and contain the impact of tourism on residential 

areas (Foxley, 2001). Sweden has similar planning regulations where the differentiation is 

made on the basis of whether the housing is permanent or temporary. It seems that both 
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planning regulations and cost of conversion can be potential problems. Swedish health and 

safety regulations are very strict and make the conversion very expensive unless the building 

has been used as a hotel before which require similar regulations to apartment use. It is 

common knowledge that there is a shortage of rental units in the larger cities of Sweden and 

in Stockholm in particular. The shortage of housing in the major cities of Sweden also makes 

tough competition for land to develop and to convert existing properties in the right locations 

to other use than permanent housing is politically a hot topic at the moment. 

 

Recently, the market in Sweden for subletting apartments has been deregulated and it is now 

more tax advantageous to let a second home after these changes. Furthermore, internet makes 

it very easy for the individual or corporation to find all the different accommodations 

available. According to a study by the online marketing company Tradedoubler (2014), as 

many as 62 percent are booking trips online by themselves. Another challenge is to build 

brand loyalty and get repeating business. The larger chains in Sweden like Nordic Choice 

Hotels, Elite Hotels and Scandic Hotels have secured many locations and have affinity clubs 

which is very important in building loyalty among their guests (Schmitz & Brett, 2001). It 

seems that the market for SA´s in Sweden has not yet reached the point in terms of size where 

this could be a competitive advantage.  

 

It seems to be confusing even to the industry itself of the actual definition of a serviced 

apartment and there are many terms used interchangeably with sub-categories added to that. 

According to the Apartment Service, which supplies the largest network worldwide of SAs, a 

serviced apartment is defined as “an apartment alternative to hotel accommodation for long 

stay leisure or business travelers”. For the purpose of this paper, no distinction is made 

between serviced apartments, long-stay hotels, extended stay hotels or hotel apartments 

although the terms might be used interchangeably. Furthermore, common to all is that they 

are let fully furnished, with private bathroom, fully equipped kitchens/kitchenettes, a 

reception/lobby and with some level of on-site services. Regular units let in apartment 

buildings which in the US usually are referred to as corporate housing, or Airbnb, which has 

seen significant growth lately is examined in this thesis project. 

 

While most of the tourism accommodation literature has focused on hotels or lodging, we 

have also seen growing academic interest in other forms of tourism accommodation such as 

backpacking/budget, cruise ships, self-catering accommodation and strata titled tourism 
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accommodation (Cassidy & Guilding, 2010). This study’s focus on serviced apartments 

signifies a further broadening of the tourism accommodation literature.  

The topic raises many questions but the primary research question of this thesis project is: 

 Is there a growth opportunity for serviced apartments (SAs) in Sweden? 

Secondary research questions to be explored are: 

 Who are the operators? National or international chains or small and 

independent? 

 What (if any) challenges are facing the segment of SAs?  

 

The aim of this thesis is to explore and give some insight to those questions, identify 

opportunities and challenges, give an overview of the current situation of the long-stay market 

in Sweden, and finally provide rationale for whether there are growth opportunities for this 

segment or not. This thesis project is exploring and building upon similar questions and 

rationale of an article published in the Journal of Property Investment & Finance in 2001 by 

Sue Foxley where the market of serviced apartments in the UK was analyzed, and another 

article in the Journal of Retail and Leisure Property in 2008 by Geieregger & Oehmichen 

where the European market was examined.   

 

1.1 METHODOLOGY 
 

Ryan et al. (1992) refer to five types of case and field study work in research, classifying them 

as: Descriptive, illustrative, experimental, exploratory and explanatory. The primary 

orientation of the thesis project conducted here may be best characterized as exploratory. This 

exploratory approach appeared most appropriate due to the relative novelty of the subject 

matter under investigation. The findings in this essay are based on a survey and interviews 

conducted during 2014. 
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To the best of my knowledge no research has been conducted on the segment of serviced 

apartments in Sweden so there is no statistics or information readily available. The market has 

been explored by the different methods outlined below:  

- literature review 

- survey 

- interview  

An in-depth literature review has been conducted where the sector of serviced apartments has 

been explored from a global perspective with London as a specific example of which to 

compare with as the research of European cities and Scandinavian cities in particular seem to 

be limited.  

 

Based on the literature review a survey was created to ask the relevant questions in order to 

confirm and/or reject the literature and to be able to answer the research question(s). The 

questions in the survey were constructed to be both informative but also to be quick and easy 

for the respondents to fill in to get a high response rate. The survey can be seen in Appendice 

1. The respondents were partially selected through the help of Visita1 and partially selected 

through cluster sampling. 

In order to verify the survey, in-depth interviews were conducted with managers of three of 

the largest operators of serviced apartments in Sweden. I was given the tour at a couple of the 

establishments which was useful when comparing standards with traditional hotels. 

 

1.2 DATA COLLECTION 
 

Apart from the literature review data has been collected by interviews and a survey which was 

sent or given to managers of the hotels. A total of 56 surveys was sent and 31 was answered 

resulting in a response rate of 55 % which is deemed high given that the normal rate is about 

30 %.  

Interviews were conducted with three managers of some of the largest operators of serviced 

apartments in Sweden. 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Visita is the trade association and employers´ organization for the Swedish tourism industry. 
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Limitations to the survey: 

The fact that the geographical spread of the hotels are primarily Stockholm could be a 

limitation in the sense that all regions are not represented even if it seems that the Stockholm 

region is the only market that could sustain a number of operators without being 

overrepresented. Another limitation could be the number of respondents. According to 

“Stockholm’s hotel report 2014” by HUI Research there were 309 hotels in the county of 

Stockholm in 2013 meaning that about 10 % of the population has been surveyed bearing in 

mind that not all hotels are located in the county of Stockholm. 

 

The size of the hotels in the survey is difficult to determine as there are hotel chains and 

individual hotels and it is impossible to say whether they replied as a representative for only 

the one hotel where they worked or the entire chain? 

It seems that the samples were both representative and truthful in giving their answers. The 

number of skipped questions is very low and almost exclusively relating only to the open 

ended questions.  

 

1.3 DISPOSITION   

The thesis project is structured in the following manner. It starts with an introduction where a 

background of hotel demand is described and continues with thoughts and ideas as to the 

questions that might be relevant to the research question. The introduction is followed by a 

literature review that summarizes what has been written previously on the topic. The hotel 

market and the current situation of serviced apartments is then presented go give an overview 

globally and of Sweden in particular.  

A survey as well as interviews was made as part of the thesis work and these are presented 

under results followed by analysis and discussion of both the literature review and the results 

of the survey. Analysis and discussion ends with some thoughts of what could happen in the 

future. The thesis project ends with a brief conclusion as to what contribution this work has 

made to the literature. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Whether it´s a classic hotel operator or serviced apartment hotel they both share the same 

objective — letting a hotel room for a night. According to Geieregger & Oehmichen (2008), 

the objective of extended stay properties are to accommodate guests who want to stay for an 

extended length of time but still in a hotel like environment. To meet the guests´ need and 

create the feeling of a home away from home is of great importance and what makes it stand 

out compared to a traditional hotel (Geieregger & Oehmichen (2008).   

 

The apartments tend to be larger than standard hotel rooms, include kitchen facilities and offer 

additional services at varying degree. It seems that there are many terms used in the literature 

for the extended stay, or long stay segment and bearing in mind that there are no official 

classification schemes, it can be quite confusing to the guest, booking agent or reader of an 

article. Due to the fact that long-stay hotels strive to become more homelike, the line between 

hotels and apartment properties has somewhat blurred. Precisely it´s fragmented nature seems 

to be one of the major challenges of the long-stay market (Foxley, 2001; Nicod et al., 2007; 

The Global Serviced Apartments Industry Report 2011-2012).  

 

Foxley (2001) puts it in a similar way; “While there is no standard definition of a serviced 

apartment, it is typically considered to provide short-term, self-contained accommodation 

with additional services. The apartment will generally include a small kitchen or kitchenette 

(fully equipped), with a living room in addition to the bedroom(s), or a studio bedroom”. 

According to Hong and Zhenzhen (2013), a serviced apartment is a residential unit which is 

mainly for rent or investment, with the subject under standardized management; something 

Higley (2005) describes as a condo hotel, where the units, rooms or suites are owned by 

individuals and then rented out on a daily basis to transient guests. Kahr & Thomsett (2005) 

refers to it as a residence hotel in their description, being a hybrid between a lodging facility 

and an apartment. Hong & Zhenzhen (2013) and Higley´s (2005) description of a serviced 

apartment is more similar to the strata titled units which are very common in Australia than 

the description of Foxley (2001) and Geieregger & Oehmichen (2008) who mention nothing 

about individual ownership for investment purposes.  

 
 
Part of the extended stay product is also the multi titled tourism accommodation complexes 

that are subdivided into separate ownership titles and then let to tourists and visitors. These 
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complexes frequently comprise as many ownership titles as there are units (Warnken et al., 

2008). In Australia, the approach with strata titled units, sold to investors for rent or 

investment purposes, this market is very mature. In places like the Gold Coast, strata titled 

owned properties have overtaken hotels as the most popular form of tourist accommodation 

(Cassidy & Guilding, 2007). Downey (1991) uses the term “aparthotels” where units are sold 

like condominiums to investors who in return get fixed annual percentage on the initial 

investment or based on the annual rentals just like the concept of the strata titled units. As of 

March 2005, serviced apartments accounted for 21% of the total tourism accommodation 

room stock in Australia (Cassidy & Guilding, 2010). By 2008, it was estimated that 25 % of 

all tourism accommodation was serviced apartments, the majority of which are strata titled 

(Cassidy & Guilding, 2007; Warnken et al. 2008).  

 

Furthermore, in terms of new stock in Australia, the growth is expected to continue and it has 

been estimated that serviced apartments will account for around 60% of all new available 

rooms coming on the market in the short term (Cassidy & Guilding, 2010).  

It is the opportunity to spread the risk by “strata titling” among many investors that makes this 

so attractive to developers, i.e. it is not the developer or even their bank putting up the money 

to proceed with the projects but rather many individual investors, private as well as 

institutions (Cassidy & Guilding, 2010). According to Gibson (2005), by strata titling 

developers are able to reduce their risk substantially since apartments are often sold off the 

plan to investors that are willing to accept an expected income return in the vicinity of 4% 

before construction has even started. The units are first and foremost sold as capital growth 

investments which offer a lifestyle component (sometimes with guaranteed returns as 

mentioned by Gibson (2005) above). The income can also be pooled among owners and 

distributed equally or even leased (Cassidy & Guilding, 2010). 

 

Warnken et al. (2008) suggest that some of the likely factors accounting for the growth in 

multiple-owned tourism accommodation complexes appear to be similar to those thought to 

be driving growth in ‘‘second home’’ ownership and self-catering stays. These factors 

include, inter alia, higher disposable incomes and wealth, an increasing demand for leisure 

activities, more and shorter holidays and an ageing population seeking seasonal migration to 

escape extreme summer or winter climates. Other factors driving growth are increased 

possibilities to market such investment opportunities through new internet- based technology 

but also due to developers are becoming more and more clever in packaging this to potential 
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investors. In Sweden it seems that this market segment within extended stay is very small 

with a very limited number of offers or developments.  

 

Why does a guest choose to stay in a serviced apartment instead of a traditional hotel? Foxley 

(2001); and Nicod et al. (2007) have identified reasons why guests choose to stay in SAs 

rather than in a traditional hotel and they seem to agree that independence, space and price are 

the most important even if the reasons have varied somewhat over the years. But contrary to 

Foxley and Nicod et al., the key drivers according to the latest report from the Apartment 

Service (2013) are cost, length of stay and location. In their previous report the drivers behind 

serviced apartment usage were space, the ability to self-cater and price. 2008, the main factors 

were independence, comfort and the ability to entertain friends i.e. a more leisure oriented 

perception than today. This is significant in a sense that it reveals that the sector is developing 

and that there are an increasing understanding amongst leisure guests and corporates of the 

advantages that apartments can offer over traditional hotels (GSAIR 2013-2014).  

 

It has been established by research why a guest stays in a SA but which guest will stay in a 

SA; The corporate traveler, the relocated, the leisure traveler or a mix thereof? The type of 

business mix between different operators vary but it is the corporate market which is the 

primary source of generated revenue and occupancy regardless if it is business travel, long-

term assignment or  a case of relocation (GSAIR 2011-2012). Leisure bookings are usually 

seen as a way to fill vacancies when corporate bookings are low (GSAIR 2011-2012). 

Relocations and the long-term assignments are important for operators of serviced apartments 

but those markets have changed. It is now more difficult to relocate employees due to political 

crises and short-term assignments (lasting up to two years) are replacing longer-term ones in 

order to cut costs. For the operators, two-year rentals are very sought after and luckily for the 

operators there is no sign that demand for short-term assignments will weaken since 

corporates see serviced apartments as the preferred choice of accommodation due to cost 

benefits and flexibility (GSAIR 2011-2012). 

 

Geieregger & Oehmichen (2008) compares a full service hotel with an extended stay product 

in their study and suggest that the profit margins are higher for the extended stay segment 

though it is dependent on that the establishment is filled with long-stay guests rather than 

short-stay customers. Contrary to Kahr & Thomsett (2005) and the Apartment Service (2011-

2012) Jang & Yu (2002) concluded that neither hotel type nor size is a causal factor affecting 
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return on hotel investment. Even though some components of return seemed to be different by 

type, no conclusion could be made that it was the type of hotel that caused the discrepancy. 

Geieregger & Oehmichen (2008) further identifies that finding the right locations to start 

operating a business and to resist the temptation to market a business of serviced apartments 

as a conventional hotel as challenges for the European extended stay market.   

 

Gokovali et al. (2007) identifies length of stay as an important variable to be resolved in a 

visitor’s decision-making process and suggest that a competitive advantage can be created by 

a deeper understanding of this variable. Geieregger & Oehmichen (2008) suggest that a 

traditional hotel has a 1,5 night average stay and the extended stay a 10 night average. 

However, limited research and statistics has been found on the topic of length of stay in the 

Swedish hotel industry and in the long-stay segment in particular. As a comparison, although 

not examined in this thesis project, the corporate housing industry which provides residential 

apartments with added services, have an average stay of around three months (GSAIR 2011-

2012).  
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3. HOTEL MARKET 

3.1 THE HOTEL MARKET IN SWEDEN  

The two principal ways of classifying hotels are by location e.g. (downtown, airport, highway, 

suburban and resort/ convention) and by the market niches they serve (luxury, middle, budget 

(Kahr & Thomsett, 2005). But to add on that, you could also use length of stay as another 

principal way of classifying, e.g. the long-stay market (Gokovali et al., 2007). According to a 

recent report on tourism in Sweden, the total number of nights tourists spent in Sweden 2012 

were 52,7 million. More than half of those night (28,6 million) were spent in hotels generating 

revenue of 18 billion SEK and 76,7 % of those were Swedish guests. The largest foreign 

markets are Norway, Germany and the UK accounting for about 9 % in total (Swedish Central 

Bureau of Statistics, 2013). Almost 28 % of the visitors from abroad stayed in the Stockholm 

region during 2012. About 9 out of 10 foreign business travelers, who are here for two days or 

more, stay at a hotel at their first visit (Swedish Agency for Economic & Regional growth, 

2013). Table 1 below shows the number of hotels and hotel rooms available in Sweden 

between 2003-2012. 

 
Table 1 The Swedish Hotel Market 
Year Hotels Rooms Beds 

2003 1 765 96 372 184 771 

2004 1 833 98 888 189 988 

2005 1 857 100 155 197 470 

2006 1 888 101 651 201 316 

2007 1 893 103 793 207 439 

2008 1 940 106 581 218 164 

2009 1 982 108 168 221 767 

2010 1 985 110 413 224 444 

2011 1 998 112 628 225 343 

2012 2 003 113 944 228 387 

Source. The Swedish Central Bureau of Statistics. 

 

According to a report from Visita (2011) regarding up and coming stock of hotel rooms in 

Sweden from 2010 to 2013 the market has been supplied with approximately 16 000 rooms 

during that period, predominantly in the County of Stockholm and Skåne. There is to my 

knowledge no information readily available on how many of these 16 000 rooms that are 

offered as an extended stay option, i.e. as SAs. In a report from HUI Research from 2014 a 
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survey and prognosis is done of the hotel situation in Stockholm County during the period 

2014-2019 and there are 2 712 new rooms planned in 14 new hotels. The trend among new 

developments is boutique hotels and trendy compact city living with limited services. 

Furthermore, the report estimates that already by 2016 there is a shortage of 500 rooms in the 

city of Stockholm and a shortage of 1 800 rooms by 2020. 

 

3.2 SERVICED APARTMENTS – AN OVERVIEW 
  
Demand for serviced apartments has increased significantly during the last decade. Behind the 

growth lies gradually increased product knowledge and concept awareness, an understanding 

of the benefits serviced apartments can provide for corporates´ employees, improved 

standards of apartments and the arrival of large chains into the sector. Demand for serviced 

apartments is outstripping supply in many territories, due in part to the above but also to more 

apartment operators taking short-stay business (i.e. less than a week) away from traditional 

hotels (GSAIR 2013-2014). In terms of the total global market, according to the Apartment 

Serviced there are 655 911 serviced apartments globally, up from 599 187 units since a 

similar report was made in 2011. However, looking at the summary for Europe, there are 

several Swedish operators that would qualify on that list so it seems that the estimate is only 

made on the apartments that are included in their distribution network meaning that there 

could be many more out there! 

Figure 1 depicts a typical serviced apartment for one of the operators in Stockholm, Sweden.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Layout of a one bedroom apartment. 
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Most residential units for let include only the space involved; the tenant has to buy everything 

else. In the serviced apartments market, operators have to provide not only a high standard of 

furnishing, equipment and facilities to keep a happy guest; they also have supply service 

levels similar to that of a regular hotel (GSAIR 2011-2012). 

 

Comparing the market of serviced apartments’ in the US lodging market (including corporate 

housing and extended stay) with the one in the UK, it is about 8% in the US and around 2% in 

the UK. In Europe overall, where the market isn´t as developed apartments have 1% of the 

market. There is real space for growth in the sector for most regions according to the Global 

Serviced Apartments Industry Report 2011-2012. If the global growth will equal that of the 

Australian where the sector has 25 % of the entire lodging market remains to be seen.  

Despite the fact that awareness and understanding of the sector of serviced apartments is 

increasing, there is still much work to be done before the sector is fully accepted by business 

users. To a certain extent it is the industry´s own doing by having a terminology that varies 

from country to country, as does the consistency of the product itself, as well as the fact that 

Global distribution systems, i.e. the channels by which Travel Management Companies 

primarily book travel, do not work so well for serviced apartments (GSAIR 2013-2014).  

 
Table 2 Largest Suppliers 2013-2014 
Top 15 Global Suppliers  Locations Apartments 

1. Marriott  1,018 119,771 
2. Extended Stay Hotels     683   77,200 
3. Intercontinental Hotel Group     488   49,521 
4. Oakwood Corp Housing  2,081   31,373 
5. Hilton Homewood Suites  (USA)     241   26,484 
6. The Ascott Ltd     177   22,785 
7. Pierre & Vacances (Europe)     257   22,252 
8. Accor Hotels     221   21,898 
9. Value Place     181   21,587 
10. Mantra Group     130   13,600 
11. Choice Hotels (USA)     106   10,681 
12. Hawthorn Suites        92   10,000 
13. Frasers Hospitality       50     7,739 
14. Quest Serviced Apartments     155     8,201 
15. Sun Suites       22     2,970 

     Subtotal                              5,902                                   446,062 
 

Table 2 shows the fifteen largest suppliers globally 2013/2014. They represent about 68 % of 

total supply according to The Serviced Apartment Industry Report 2013-2014. Compared to 
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the report released in 2012 the suppliers are the same except for Sun Suites at the expense of 

Residhotels. Between the reports, the number of apartments among these suppliers has risen 

from 439 323 to 446 062 apartments, an increase of 1,5 percent.  

 

3.3 A EUROPEAN VIEW   

In Europe, the serviced apartment market is the second largest in the world after the US. Key 

markets include London, Berlin, Paris and Brussels. The extended stay product includes 

primarily serviced apartments and aparthotels, with the former typically used to define 

commercially oriented properties (Geieregger & Oehmichen, 2008). In 2008, the major 

brands in Europe was supplying the market with approximately 12 000 rooms in the serviced 

apartment sector (Geieregger & Oehmichen, 2008) with the Ascott group being the largest 

operator of almost 5 000 rooms and France was the European country with the most 

apartments. According to the most recent report from The Apartment Service, the total 

number of units in Europe is currently around 85 000 spread across more than 1 200 locations 

indicating a significant growth during 2008-2012. The fastest growing region though is Asia 

mainly due to many companies expanding in the region (GSAIR 2013-2014).  

 

The extended stay operators in the UK are still to make their breakthrough in the market. But 

when this happen, the products that will be available to the market are tailor-made apart-

hotels and hotels converted into apart-hotels (GSAIR 2011-2012). These operators will come 

from the hospitality sector different than from the operators of serviced apartments, which has 

a large share of operators from a background in property with various developments in 

different locations, all for residential use, but usually with differing concepts of what services 

that are included and not (GSAIR 2011-2012).  

 

3.4 SWEDEN AT A GLANCE   

As seen in table 1 above there were as of December 2012 about 2 000 hotels in Sweden with a 

total capacity of 114 000 rooms. According to the HUI Research (2014), in the County of 

Stockholm, which is the engine driving Swedish tourism, there are 32 000 rooms available 

and there are plans for 40 new accommodation facilities in the Stockholm County increasing 

the capacity with about 5 000 rooms from 32 000 to around 37 000 rooms. Perhaps even more 
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interestingly, even if all the planned projects gets done, there would still be a shortage of 

1 800 rooms by 2020 according to the prognosis. Whether those rooms are in traditional 

hotels, in serviced apartments or both as half of the tourists coming to Stockholm are business 

and half leisure (HUI Research, 2014) remains to be seen but suggest that there is an 

opportunity for both. 

 

Table 3 shows the largest operators in Sweden within the long-stay market and despite the 

emergence of the “branded operator” worldwide (see table 2) as in the UK serviced apartment 

sector, it seems that also the Swedish serviced apartment sector remains fragmented and 

reflects a relatively small proportion of the domestic hospitality industry (Foxley, 2001). 

There are no international chains present offering SAs in Sweden and hence very different 

from the traditional hotels where many belongs to the Nordic chains of Elite, First, Choice or 

Scandic (Stockholm Hotelreport 2014). Instead, the most common operator is a national chain 

or an independent operator. The 1 294 rooms depicted in table 3 accounts for about one 

percent of the total number of hotel rooms in Sweden.  Furthermore, it is estimated that there 

are about 32 000 hotel rooms in the County of Stockholm (Stockholm Hotel Report, 2014) so 

the SAs in table 3 located in the County of Stockholm would represent 3,3% of the total 

supply. More than 1 000 or 82 % of the apartments are located in the Stockholm area and only 

2 operators have establishments in 2 or more locations, 6 out of 7 operators are present in the 

Stockholm area. 

 
Table 3 Long-stay operators in Sweden 
Operator City/Region Number of rooms 
Stay At Bromma, Stockholm 182 
 Kista, Stockholm 166 
 Lund 80 
Longstay Hotel Slagsta, Stockholm 218 
Skyotel AB Stockholm 143 
 Linköping 70 
Bizapartment Gärdet, Stockholm 175 
   
2Home Hotel Apartments Solna 90 
   
Slagsta Gate Hotel Slagsta, Stockholm 90 
   
Hotell Finn Lund 80 
Total:  1 294 
 

The two operators Slagsta Gate Hotel and Longstay Hotel both operate in the same building 

which makes it the most concentrated area of serviced apartments in Sweden. Except for Stay 
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At in Lund and Skyotel in Linköping, the location of the operators above are all in suburbia 

15-30 minutes by public transport or car from the Stockholm CBD. Two operators are present 

in Kista which is the centre of IT, 15 km north of Stockholm and presumably caters primarily 

for people in the IT sector. Somewhat surprising is that no known operator is present in 

Malmö which is the third largest city in Sweden after Stockholm and Gothenburg. The 

Öresund Region is instead represented by the operators in Lund. It is notable that there are 

two operators in such a small city as Lund. According to one of the operators it is primarily 

the university driving the demand. Perhaps the access between Denmark and Sweden is now 

so easy with the Öresundsbron that people commute? Besides Lund it seems that there are 

neither any clear connection between the cities which have large universities like Uppsala and 

Gothenburg and the cities which have SAs present. It is noteworthy that all of the operators in 

Table 3 have registered their companies within the last 5-6 years, suggesting that serviced 

apartments are an established but fairly new market in Sweden. 

 

3.5 LONG-STAY CHARACTERISTICS 

The term extended stay might imply long stays where guests stay for several months or more 

and basically replacing that of a regular flat and in a way this can be true although corporate 

housing would seem to be a more common choice in mature markets like the US. Long-stay 

hotel offerings are in fact typically purpose-built properties catering for stays of five nights or 

more and in urban locations; the majority of rooms are generated in what is called the 

medium-stay segment, i.e. seven to 31 days which accounts for about 60 percent of revenues. 

Stays for 31 days or more might account for 10 percent and the remainder, 30 percent are 

revenues generated for short stay, less than a week (Geieregger & Oehmichen, 2008). 

Although costs typically fall as periods of stay increase, operators do not generally market the 

option as a cheaper alternative than the traditional hotel, but rather a preferable way of 

spending time away from home (Foxley, 2001).  

 

The size of extended stay properties can vary widely: from fewer than ten keys to more than 

200 keys per property. According to The Global Serviced Apartments Industry Report 2011-

2012, the tipping point at which an extended stay property becomes viable for an operator is 

in the vicinity of 50 apartments. At this point an operator has the required volume to offer the 

type of on-site services usually found in a hotel, i.e. when the building starts to fit into the 

category of an apart-hotel or extended stay hotel. Geieregger & Oehmichen (2008) suggest 
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that the average size of extended stay properties in Europe range from 100-120 rooms with 

particularly strong markets like London averaging around 150 rooms. That is also the size 

where economies of scale really work according to Hume (2008). A typical 100-key extended 

stay product would have about 15 – 20 employees compared to at least double that number in 

a full service midscale hotel due to mainly lower expenses in the food & beverage department 

and more streamlined staffing.  

3.6 DEMAND DRIVERS 

 
The hotel sector is the most closely linked property sector to economic conditions and 

external events (Newell & Seabrook, 2005) so when analyzing lodging demand potential it is 

therefore important to analyze the market´s economic and demographic trends. A study of 

these trends can provide insights as to whether the economy of a specific area or market will 

grow, stabilize or decline. Generally, hotel demand and, as such, demand for serviced 

apartments, is divided into business and leisure, and can be further subdivided by length of 

stay (Geieregger & Oehmichen, 2008). According to Schmitz & Brett (2001) not all trends 

need to be analyzed, but the following economic indicators might be considered as part of the 

hotel market analysis: 

 Employment 

 Office and industrial space 

 Income 

 Retail Sales 

 Attendance at major attractions  

 Airport activity 

 
Besides the criteria above, Schmitz & Brett (2001) also suggests that the location and 

characteristics of competitive properties are analyzed. Similar to Schmitz & Brett (2001), 

according to a study of supply and demand conducted by Geieregger & Oehmichen (2008), 

typical criteria considered in an evaluation of potential extended stay development sites 

include the following: 

 Proximity to commercial demand generators e.g. corporate offices, business parks; 

 Proximity to airports (airports with scheduled flights); 

 Access to public transport; 
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 Proximity to restaurants, cafés, shops and nightlife; 

 For those relocating, proximity to international schools; 

 Road access and parking facilities. 

 

Foxley (2001) further identifies three trends that are thought to have a positive influence on 

the use of serviced apartments: 

- an expansion of global corporates 

- employment structure 

- an increase in international conventions and meetings 

 

The location of a property in a particular area, i.e. the micro location, will to a great extent 

define the target market of that particular property and, hence quite likely affect the 

configuration and mix of apartment types such as studios, one-bedroom and two bedroom 

apartments. Geieregger & Oehmichen (2008) suggest that guests staying for shorter periods of 

time are more prone to occupy studios, whereas longer-staying guests and families are more 

likely to occupy (larger) one-bedroom or two-bedroom apartments. Gokovali et al. (2007) 

argues that as the demand for tourism is viewed as luxury consumption (which means not a 

utilitarian consumption to satisfy basic human needs), then increase in per capita income 

results in an increase in tourism demand. Taking this argument as a reference point, one can 

assume that those with their higher annual income tend to stay longer. That is, there exists a 

direct relationship between the level of annual household income and the length of stay, 

where the latter is expected to rise as the former increases. 

 

 3.7 INVESTING & OPERATING 

 

According to Younes & Kett, (2007), the analysis of historical trading data of different hotel 

categories and classifications suggests that limited service hotels and the extended stay sector 

have a reduced sensitivity to economic downturns and external factors compared to full 

service and luxury hotels. Younes & Kett, (2007) and Geieregger & Oehmichen (2008) also 

suggest that with an extended stay product, there is a lower operating risk and generating a 

more stable cash flow over the holding period compared to full service and luxury hotels. But 

on the other hand, full service and luxury hotels have a lower exit and obsolescence risk than 

the limited service hotel. The development risk is also deemed lower than for the full service 

hotel. One reason is that, location permitting; an extended stay hotel can more easily be 
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converted into residential apartments that can be sold individually (Geieregger & Oehmichen, 

2008). The layout and functional requirements of serviced apartments means that there are 

challenging needs that existing building stock must meet. Elements like age, design 

configuration, but also often listed building constraints limit conversion potential or in any 

case make the developments more costly (Foxley, 2001). So could it be better to build from 

scratch, perhaps yes but then you have the constraint of available land to develop in most 

desirable locations. In terms of costs, the extended stay segment has the benefit of lower 

construction costs compared to full service hotels of similar quality. The benefits are due to 

cost efficiencies in primarily the food and beverage departments but also because of smaller 

public areas. It is estimated that construction costs (costs comprising building costs, FF & E 

(furniture, fixtures and equipment) and professional fees) for extended stay hotels on average 

achieve a 10 – 15 percent reduction per room (Geieregger & Oehmichen, 2008). The majority 

of savings are made through lower FF & E costs (furniture, fixtures and equipment). There are 

of course extra costs for kitchen and living space in an extended stay room, but on the other 

hand limited public areas (i.e. restaurant, professional kitchens, meeting space) and this 

reduces the total FF & E cost per room.  

 

In making investment decision for hotels; extensive research in Australia by Newell & 

Seabrook (2005) shows that the financial factors are the most important. Newell & Seabrook 

identifies 25 sub-factors within 5 different factors influencing hotel investment decisions as 

seen in Figure 2. Besides the profit margin, one of the most important financial variables in 

the return of hotel investment is the cash flow from operations. The other is the resale value of 

the property, or capital appreciation (Jang & Yu, 2002). 
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To make effective development decisions, hotel developers need reliable information on the 

returns of different types of hotel properties. Since not many available indexes and research 

data exist for measuring the performance of hotel properties, many developers find it difficult 

to compare the projected performance of their properties against an industry average of the 

same category of properties. Information on the financial performance of different types of 

hotels can enable developers and investors to make appropriate decisions about new projects 

and additional capital injection. A lack of reliable financial information results in greater 

uncertainty and inefficient portfolio allocation decisions, potentially leading to misallocation 

of capital in hotel development (Jang & Yu, 2002).  

 

Long-stay facilities attract guests who stay longer and because of the higher occupancies and 

smaller staffing needs attributable to low guest turnover, they are often more profitable than 

regular hotels (Schmitz & Brett, 2001) and profit margins therefore tend to be higher for the 

extended stay product (Geieregger & Oehmichen, 2008).  Table 4 shows the profit margins of 

three operators of serviced apartments compared to traditional hotels in the Swedish market 

and in this comparison the margins for SA operators are substantially higher. 
 
Table 4 Profit Margins 2011 
Operator: Biz Aptm. Skyotel AB Stay At Industry*  
      
Profit margin: 20,51% 17,25% 14,79% 8,6%  
      

Source: www.allabolag.se *The average profit margin for hotels among the 100 largest companies within the 
hospitality industry in 2011 according to Visita (2012).  

 

Common key performance indicators in the hotel industry in terms of operational measure are 

occupancy rate and RevPar (revenue per available room). As stated above, occupancy rate of 

long-stay facilities tend to be higher than for traditional hotels. This is confirmed by the 

Apartment Service (2013) who compares occupancy rates between hotels and SAs 2009-2012 

in major global cities. SAs are averaging around 88 % compared to an occupancy average for 

hotels of 68 % in Stockholm for the same period. The average for Sweden is around 52 % 

(Visita, 2014) The other KPI, RevPar is difficult to compare among cities as the price per 

room can differ significantly but it is expected to grow for SA globally (GSAIR 2013) and 

Sweden in 2015(Visita, 2014).  

 

 

http://www.allabolag.se/
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4. RESULTS   

4.1 SURVEY 

The results from the survey can partly be summarized in table 5. The typical hotel operates a 

middle- to high-end business downtown or in the suburb with a business guest staying 1-3 

nights. There was an even mix of traditional hotels located downtown and in the suburb so no 

differentiation could be made with regards to location. 

Similarly, the typical operator of serviced apartments run a middle- to high-end business 

located at the city fringe or in a suburb with business guests staying on average 2-4 weeks.  

 
Table 5 Characteristics of traditional hotels and SAs based on survey results.  
Operator: Traditional Hotel Serviced Apartment 

Classification: Middle High end 

Location: Downtown/suburb Suburb 

Type of guest: Business Business 

Length of stay: 1-3 nights ≥2-4 weeks 

 

It is more common for the traditional hotel to have leisure guests or a mix of leisure and 

business but our survey overall concluded that the business guest is more dominant. A 

possible explanation for the difference could be that the Hotel Report takes the entire County 

of Stockholm into account and many tourists stay outside of the city when they visit?  

The type of operator included and how large share they represent of the survey can be seen in 

Figure 3, a clear majority (80%) of traditional hotels as could be expected given the small 

share of SA operators.  97 % of the hotels in the survey classify themselves as operating a 

middle or high-end hotel. It is interesting to note that operators of SAs classify themselves as 

a high end product when they run a four star operation while many of the hotels classify 

themselves as having a middle-class hotel even though the official rating is four stars. 
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Figure 3 

As seen in the figure 4, the hotel operators don´t believe that the concept of serviced 

apartments is well known in Sweden. Comments made by the respondents suggest that this is 

likely to be linked to the limited offer but that awareness is increasing and growing every 

year.  

 

 
Figure 4 
 

Another statement related to this was whether an international chain would create an untapped 

demand, i.e. to create a supply-induced demand? The majority of the respondents were unsure 

about this but many also agreed or disagreed. No respondent strongly disagreed to this 

statement as can be seen in Figure 4. 
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 Figure 5 
  
All of the respondents in the survey operate a medium or high-end hotel as ranked by 

themselves. 80 % of the respondents operate a traditional hotel. Yet more than half of the 

respondents agree that serviced apartments are competitors to their hotel. That is further 

reinforced by the fact that 77 % of the population hotels have an average length of stay of 1-3 

nights. Figure 5 reveals that about half of the hotels have guests asking about possibilities of 

long term accommodation. 60 % out of those already have self-contained rooms as a 

complement to their standard rooms or could see their business offer self-contained rooms in 

the future.  

 

 
Figure 6 
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With regards to the guests the survey shows that the guests come from all over the world but 

most guests originate from Sweden, Europe and Asia respectively. The number of 

international guests is more dominant at the operators with serviced apartments. 

Interestingly, regarding the question concerning competition only half of the hotels see SAs as 

competitors but all SA operators see hotels as competition. Most operators disagreed that the 

primary reason for guests visiting their hotel are international conventions but still 25% of the 

respondents agreed to this statement which is significant. 

 

There were two open ended questions at the end of the survey concerning services guests are 

asking for which the hotel can´t necessarily offer at the present and finally which challenges 

and opportunities that lays ahead for the hotel industry.  

It is difficult to make any conclusions or inferences based on those answers since the opinions 

varied quite significantly but the most common service that was lacking and asked for 

included SPA and shuttle service. In terms of challenges and opportunities in the hotel 

industry, responses relating to challenges included primarily; to keep up with guests´ demand 

and price press in a buyers’ market.  Identified opportunities concerned primarily a growing 

demand in travel. The full list of survey questions can be seen in Appendice 1.  

 

4.2 INTERVIEWS 

 
The interviews were conducted with three managing directors of some of the largest providers 

of serviced apartments in Sweden and operate in the high-end or middle class segment 

(according to their own standards). Two of them would say they offer a 4-star product and one 

of them a 3-star product. In total, the operators that were interviewed manage about half of the 

serviced apartments readily available in Sweden.  

The interviews will be compared to the survey to see if there are any links or contradictions 

between the interviews and the survey. The three operators have all seen significant growth in 

turnover and profit over the last few years and they are confident that the demand will 

continue to grow though primarily in the Stockholm County, close to public transport and 

particularly around the subway lines. The location of the operators that were interviewed are 

around the city fringe and very accessible to public transport. The concept of serviced 

apartments are in their opinion, consistent with the results of the survey, (see Figure 4) not 

well known to the general public or guests at the hotel, (partly due to the limited offer), but it 
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is known to the client i.e. the booking agencies which actually makes the bookings on behalf 

of the guests and that´s what important according to the managers. Most bookings in fact 

come from agents and in one case only as little as 2 % of bookings come directly off their 

own website, the rest comes from online travel agents such as Expedia and Booking.com, or 

from contracts directly with travel management companies (TMCs), national or international. 

The average length of stay varied significantly between the operators and ranged from 4,2 

nights to 3-5 months. According to the operators, the length of stay can be defined as seen in 

Figure 7. The typical guest is visiting in relation to business and is foreign, primarily from 

Asia, India and the Middle East. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7 
 
One operator suggested that it is important to manage revenues so that they were somewhat 

equally divided between short, extended and long to have a more diversified guest. Revenue 

management seems to be a an important area of high focus where there are opportunities to 

increase cash-flow and keep the level of bookings evenly spread throughout the year but also 

through the week so that the vacancy doesn´t go through the roof every weekend when 

business guests leave. In terms of challenges in the business there were no common answer 

between the operators but things they deemed important were e.g. the deregulation of the 

rental units market, the inability to accommodate the largest conventions in the world because 

there isn´t room enough (this was also seen as an opportunity for more rooms). Finally, and 

more surprising perhaps is that the possibility of an international chain opening up serviced 

apartments are seen as more of an opportunity than a threat since the belief is that this could 

create more awareness around the concept as well as a central organization driving 

development would do. None of the operators are currently a member of any organization 

working on behalf of the serviced apartment industry; they are though members of Visita, an 

organization governing the lodging industry of Sweden.  
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5. ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION 

 
A guest´s “sense” of a hotel matters far more than the square metres of the room. This is most 

obvious with boutique hotels; smaller facilities providing guest services, amenities and 

perhaps most important – an atmosphere that justify an unusually high room rate. This is 

sometimes referred to as “supply induced demand”, which essentially means a market 

approach of “build it and they will come” (Kahr & Thomsett, 2005). The fundamentals of this 

market approach (apart perhaps from unusually high room rates) seems to have worked for 

SAs as well as the concept have been around for some time even in Sweden but the largest 

operators who have only been in business for a few years are still doing very well financially 

with high occupancy rates. It seems that most of the operators in Table 3 have ticked most of 

the boxes as suggested by Foxley (2001) and Schmitz & Brett (2001) in terms of what drives 

demand. Particularly Bromma Airport could be one contributing factor to some of the success. 

 

In a paper published in the Journal of Property Investment & Finance by Sue Foxley (2001) 

the operators identified three key reasons why visitors choose serviced apartments over other 

alternative forms of accommodation when on extended stay trips: 

 
1. A preferred option to hotel accommodation for longer trips due to flexibility and 

comfort' and the feeling of “a home away from home''. 

2. The possibility to provide room for family on extended visits. This can ease the stress 

of business trips and reduce the need for return trips home, a benefit from the 

corporate employer´s perspective. 

3. More cost efficient if there are more than one visitor (subject to nature and size of the 

apartment) or if regular visits from family/friends are expected during the period of 

stay. 

The Global Serviced Apartment Industry Report 2011-2012 identified the reasons in Table 6 

as to why guests choose SA´s over hotels.  

 
Table 6 Rank Factor Rank Factor 

 1 More Space 4 More Comfortable 

 2 Option to cook 5 Independence 

 3 Price 6 Option to entertain 
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Nicod et al. (2007) made a survey in Switzerland and identified the reasons presented in table 

7. The survey by Nicod et al. is consistent with the results from Foxley (2001) and the 

Apartment Service 2011-2012. Perhaps not so surprising, it seems that the feeling of 

independence, space and price are the most important factors as to why guests choose to stay 

in serviced apartments instead of hotels. However the latest report from the Apartment 

Service identifies cost, length of stay and location as the key drivers. This is somewhat 

surprising but it is also significant in a sense that it reflects that the sector is developing and 

that there is an increasing understanding amongst leisure guests and corporates of the 

advantages that apartments can offer over traditional hotels (GSAIR 2013-2014).  

It is also very interesting and clearly puts price pressure on the industry as well as the 

challenge to get good locations in fierce competition for land and property. Hotels already 

have a pricing strategy in place when it comes to long-term stay (Ling et al., 2012) and the 

prudent guest would know or at least ask about discounts for long term-stay at traditional 

hotels as well so could it be argued that price isn´t necessarily the most important factor. 

 
Table 7 Reasons why clients prefer self-catering accommodation to a hotel.  

 
 
It has been identified why guests choose to stay in SAs so it would be interesting to find out 

the exact opposite as well, i.e. why guests choose hotels over SA´s? A guess given the 

findings writing this thesis would be tradition, location and unawareness. In terms of 

unawareness, maybe the fact that there is no large international chain present in Sweden is 

one reason why the market has not matured and become more aware to travelers? 
Another reason might be that it is the independent operators that have accounted for the 

growth in the segment the last few years. Between 2011 and 2013 the number of serviced 

Ranking Factors influencing choice  Average respondent rating          

(5-point Likert scale)         

Importance 

1 Intimacy 3,55 Very important 

2 Independence 3,53 Very important 

3 Quietness 3,5 Very important 

4 Space 3,4 Very important 

5 Better value for money 3,27 Important 

6 Attractive furnishings 2,88 Important 

7 Contact with owner 2,78 Important 

8 Modern comforts 2,7 Important 

9 Local style of furnishings 2,52 Unimportant 
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apartments among the 15 largest operators globally has only increased by 1,4 % but in total 

the growth has been 9,5%.  

 

5.1 INDUSTRY CHALLLENGES 

 

The extended stay market at first glance seems very simple and straightforward, i.e. you rent a 

self-contained room for a longer period than what you usually do at a traditional hotel to a 

lower price and to get a feeling of home away from home (which seems to be the common 

objective among operators). But it also seems that the deeper you go into research the more 

complicated it gets. The different descriptions of a serviced apartment, residence hotel or 

condo hotel described by e.g. Foxley (2001); Hong & Zhenzhen, (2013); Geieregger & 

Oehmichen, (2008) and Kahr & Thomsett, (2005) is a typical example of where the same 

thing can be very different depending on where in the world you are, and seems to somehow 

represent the core of the challenge ahead for the industry. For instance, the term ‘serviced 

apartment’ matches so well for both extended stay and corporate housing that the term is 

becoming so universally accepted in the industry that operators of both categories are 

applying the same description rather than separating the two products. Consequently, no-one 

knows quite what constitutes a serviced apartment - despite attempts to the contrary (GSAIR 

2011-2012). This makes it confusing for the potential guest but also for the operators which 

do not know in which category they fall.  

It seems that there are challenges in this market segment which primarily refers to; 

 

 Classification: Standardization should shed light on the minimum service and quality 

levels that can be anticipated from the different products in the segment. The 

emergence of strong brands will drive this process but with a vast amount of 

independent providers and systems, (which also seem to be the case in the Swedish 

market), clarity on these issues is universally required. Today, trade organizations for 

the serviced apartment sector are only established in the US, UK and the Netherlands 

(GSAIR 2011-2012). However, according to the same source a majority of both agents 

and corporates agree on setting standards but only 48 % of the operators think this is 

feasible. On top of that, some of the larger operators feel that a global code of conduct 

isn´t necessary. Their opinion is that normal business ethics of that specific country is 

enough to ensure quality. Perhaps this is right when it comes to larger and even global 

operators who already have a company policy overall but it might be a problem with 
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independent operators which also are the ones supplying an increased share of the 

market (Traveldailymedia.com). 

 

 Availability – easy to use and pooled booking systems: The Apartment Service has 

more than 650 000 apartments globally connected to their booking system but it seems 

that there are still many apartments who could benefit from a pooled booking system 

with simpler booking processes such as Hotels.com do for traditional hotels.  

 
 Adapt to current and foresee future company travelers programs & policies and build 

brand loyalty. Many companies today have a high focus on sustainability; the 

operators within the segment need to adapt to this just like the major hotel chains like 

e.g. Scandic Hotels in Sweden and use it in their marketing.  

 

 Research shows that location is a more important variable even for the serviced 

apartment operators as their guests becomes more demanding. Securing the right 

locations is therefore important although a tough challenge in fierce competition for 

prime property.  

 

Of course, factors such as the general economic climate and political unrest are of great 

importance but that is more general to any industry. The above is highlighted as more industry 

specific.  

 

Previous research has pointed out that international conventions are an important driver for 

serviced apartments and thought to drive future demand (Foxley, 2001). Results from the 

survey show that they are a significant driver for the demand and it would not be to their 

disadvantage if there were more and larger conventions in Sweden. One of the interviewed 

operators suggested that Sweden currently don´t even have the capacity to host the biggest 

conventions in the world which is a challenge in itself. According to a study by the online 

marketing company Tradedoubler (2014), as many as 62 percent are booking trips online by 

themselves. This corresponds well with the results from the survey where 30-75% of the 

bookings are made by the guests online. However, there is a difference in the corporate world 

when the bookings are made by TMCs and they are the key to corporate bookings, not the 

individual as in the study by Tradedoubler. Even though the web makes it relatively easy to 

book a serviced apartment, it seems that it at the present is more suitable for a corporate to 
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book, and what the operators charge for short-stays often require the potential guest to call for 

rates which can be a nuisance. 

 

There are to the best of my knowledge no statistics publicly available regarding the length of 

stay in traditional hotels in Sweden and it has been very interesting to compare the average 

length of stay between hotels and extended stay even though it was expected that there should 

be a clear difference! The length of stay is an important variable identified in research by 

Gokovali et al. (2007) and according to Geieregger & Oehmichen (2008) the majority of the 

income is generated in the segment of seven to 31 days, a segment the interviewed operators 

defined as “extended stay”. Both the interviews and the survey confirm this with an average 

stay of 2-4 weeks. The fact that there is a difference between serviced apartments and 

traditional hotels is further confirmed by the fact that 96 % out of the traditional hotels in the 

survey have an average stay of 1-3 nights i.e. short stay. The survey and the interviews further 

confirms the literatures´ view that a traditional hotel has a 1,5 night average length of stay and 

the extended stay a 10 night average as suggested by Geiregger & Oehmichen (2008). As the 

concept of SA gets more clear and aware to guests, it is not unlikely that SAs take a market 

share of the short-stay segment i.e. hotel stays in the future. In fact, there is already evidence 

that SAs has taken a greater share of the UK lodging market regarding hotel stays of 5 nights 

or less (GSAIR 2013-2014).  

 

The interviewed operators are all members of Visita and similar to the Apartment Service 

think that a central organization driving development and creating awareness around the 

concept could be beneficial to the industry. From the operator’s point of view, this could 

provide greater clarity of product and services, as well as branding (GSAIR, 2011-2012) but it 

didn´t seem like a major issue to the operators. Perhaps this isn´t a big problem in Sweden 

since there are only a few operators serving the international market and it could be argued 

that Sweden is seen as a country with one of the highest living standards in the world and 

therefore the operators are believed by booking agents to offer acceptable (or more than) 

standards, no questions asked? 

 

Looking at the operators in table 5, they are all quite newly established businesses but doing 

very well financially. This indicates that the guests will find the operator once it opens its 

doors, a sort of supply-induced demand. One interesting result is the one concerning whether 

the concept is well known in Sweden? The respondents are working in the industry but have 
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they answered the question from their own perspective or from the guests? It would seem that 

with occupancy rates as high as they are for the SA operators in Sweden and bearing in mind 

that the concept is not well known, there could be opportunities for growth? 

Despite that the industry has identified the need for governing associations; there has not been 

a great deal of progress in this area over the last 5 years according to the Apartment Service. 

An attempt has been made in Switzerland to classify and pool the apartments in a booking 

system but there were several challenges that arose among operators such as quality control, 

marketing and cost of upholding such a system (Nicod et al., 2007). In a study by the 

Apartment Service (GSAIR 2013-2014), 86 % of business travelers and 72 % of the agents 

said that there should be a global code of conduct for operators and 74 % of the operators 

agree but only 48 % of the operators themselves think it is feasible with such as system. If 

global unity is perhaps out of reach it seems though that regional unity is important or at least 

a national system. With less unity however, the challenge for TMCs and agents rise to know 

what they are booking as one country might differ from another. It seems that Visita is the 

governing association in Sweden most operators in the hotel industry are a member of. How 

they stand in this issue regarding classification remains to be seen? Perhaps it isn´t seen as a 

major issue bearing in mind the segment is so small? The fact that it isn´t possible to find 

statistics on serviced apartments could depend on the small segment? 

 

The most important reasons to join an association for operators according to a study by the 

Apartment Service among its members are depicted in Figure 8. 

 
 

 Increase business Quality of
products/gradings

 Networking Learning from
others

Create higher
awareness

Fig 8 Reasons to join an association for operators 
from left to right in order of importance. 
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About 78 % of overnight visitors to Sweden are private travelers. Half of these stay with 

friends and relatives while about 90 % of business travelers stay in primarily hotels (Swedish 

Agency for Economic and Regional growth, 2013). In terms of visitors to Stockholm, half of 

the visitors are business and half leisure according to the Stockholm Hotel Report 2014 from 

HUI Research. Our survey overall concluded that the business guest is the more dominant 

one. One possible explanation for the difference could be that the Hotel Report takes the 

entire County of Stockholm into account and many tourists stay outside of the city when they 

visit? Another explanation could be that the leisure guests to a large extent simply don´t know 

about alternative accommodation like serviced apartments, this would be consistent with the 

results of the survey. It is actually the case that most operators of serviced apartments in 

business locations see leisure bookings as a means to fill gaps when corporate bookings are 

low (GSAIR 2011-2012). This is also confirmed by the conducted survey and the interviews. 

In the UK study by Foxley (2001), it is estimated that over 80 % of the business comes from 

the corporate sector.  

This could be seen as quite surprising though and a great potential for the industry since you 

would expect a family to enjoy a serviced apartment considering it´s usually larger in size and 

has the ability to self-cater which can be great to a family. It seems that there is a potential to 

sell more nights to this type of guest. Here it seems revenue management and awareness of 

the concept can make the most effect. According to one operator, by pricing right, it is 

possible to reduce the number of guests checking out on Sundays and get a higher occupancy 

during weekdays.  

 

Enz, Potter & Siguaw (1999) suggest that to improve financial performance and maximize 

revenue, hotel companies must target new customer segments by offering a broader variety of 

products and services. On the other hand, to offer more products and services can increase 

overhead costs and create confusion among guests as to what type of establishment an 

operator are running? It seems that if traditional hotels which also have apartments to let as 

the survey suggests, marketing the fact that they have this option, a greater awareness could 

be created. The survey concluded that about half of the hotels have guests asking about 

possibilities of long term accommodation. 60 % out of those already have self-contained 

rooms as a complement to their standard rooms or could see them offer self-contained rooms 

in the future. Could it be worthwhile for the traditional hotels to convert more rooms into 

serviced apartments to have a more diversified offer? Perhaps the small size of Sweden will 

result in a solution where the dominating chains with traditional hotels simply extend their 
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offer further into the SA segment? These operators have the advantages of an existing track 

record and an existing relationship with landlords which could make new developments easier 

compared to a new unproven operator.  

 

Furthermore, traditional hotels have been in the market for a long time and have secured 

many great locations in cities worldwide and it would seem easier for them to attract a new 

segment like the extended stay or long-stay market than vice versa. In other words, it would 

be very costly for the SA operators to begin to offer food and beverage on location and 

cleaning every day but the reverse for a traditional hotel which should be able to cut costs in 

the long run by converting hotel rooms into SAs and/or skip the food and beverage 

department. The question is of course how this will affect the occupancy and ultimately 

revenues? But is this something the traditional hotel wants to do? As one of the interviewed 

operators said, “The serviced apartment operators are seen as the black sheep in the hotel 

industry”. Bearing this in mind, a hotel might not want to get a stamp as being a long-stay 

provider? 

 

It is common knowledge that there is a shortage of housing in Stockholm and even though the 

pricing and affordability of SAs have not been analyzed in this thesis, it seems unlikely that 

SAs could make enough impact as a substitute in a rental market where there is a shortage of 

housing as it is in e.g. Stockholm. The rates are too high and the supply much too low. It 

seems though that it could be a suitable for a temporary solution “between homes” since they 

are self-contained. The Stockholm Hotel report 2014 indicates that there will be a significant 

shortage of hotel rooms by 2020 and it is reasonable to think that serviced apartments could 

gain a share of the future demand in the county of Stockholm in particular although it is very 

difficult to quantify how much? It seems that the interviewed operators would be happy to 

have more rooms to sell given they are in the right location.  

 

A new report from the Apartment Service was published at a stage when this thesis project 

was in its final stage and that report has hence not been studied elaborately but some key 

points from that report (GSAIR 2015-2016) include: 

 

- The number of apartments has grown with approximately 14 % since the latest report. 

- Europe´s leading operators has signed a charter establishing that Serviced Apartment 

is the generic term to be used both for Aparthotels and Corporate Housing. 
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- Increased attention from institutional investors. 

- Leisure bookings and business from SME´s is growing partly due to operators making 

inventory available at online travel agents such as Booking.com and Expedia. 

- Awareness of the concept is not the same as an understanding of the concept among 

corporations, travel management companies and others. 

- The industry is in search of consistency while the consumer is looking for more 

unique and personalized product and services. 

- Competition from Airbnb has started to make its impact. 

It seems that the market of serviced apartments continues to be very strong and attention from 

institutional investors is usually a sign of a mature market. Is also clear that many of the 

challenges identified in this thesis project has received a lot of attention and the industry 

attempts to become more transparent and user friendly. More worrying is the demanding 

consumer constantly seeking new and better experiences. Perhaps though this is more 

pertinent for the leisure traveler than the business traveler; meaning that the principal source 

of income for SAs, the corporate, is not so interested in unique and personalized product and 

services but rather consistency and quality for their employees. 

 

5.2  Looking ahead 

Serviced apartments are a sector of the lodging industry with both challenges and 

opportunities but with potential for growth in the future. How many units cannot be answered 

based on the findings of this research but a logical step could be to further analyze the 

underlying demand? To be able to do that it is advised to make a survey and perhaps 

interview the TMCs, i.e. the clients (not guests) making reservations on behalf of companies 

and their employees. The factors why guests choose to stay in SAs have been identified and to 

further understand what drives demand for SAs it could be interesting to find out why guests 

choose to stay in a hotel rather than in a serviced apartment but also very interesting to find 

out what guests at traditional hotels rather than the operators know about serviced apartments 

and what perception they have of them?  

Another interesting angle for the future is whether a growth in the SA segment could be the 

starting point for strata titled SAs which is so common in Australia? It is my opinion that this 

is likely although on a very small scale, to get the impact as in Australia requires a greater 
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number of tourists and more “destinations” within a country compared only to Stockholm in 

Sweden as well as a longer tourist season. 

 

In terms of reasons why guests choose to stay in SAs, the answers given from the operators 

that were interviewed seems to correspond well with the literature. Private leasing, “Peer-2-

Peer” and AirBnb have not been researched for this purpose but are expected to take market 

shares in the future though primarily from the budget hotels and boarding houses (Stockholm 

Hotel Report 2014). 

 

The length of stay of visitors and the underlying factors in determining that is a variable that 

is worthwhile to examine further in order to make better and informed decisions in terms of 

the potential of SAs. This statistic is not available from the central bureau of statistics in 

Sweden or from the hotel industry but there is a research article published in Tourism 

Management by Gokovali et al. (2007) which could be applied to Sweden to investigate this 

further.  

 

It has been established during this thesis project that some hotels have a mixed use offer, i.e. 

both traditional rooms to let and self-contained apartments; will this have an impact on hotel 

valuation in the future and will they become more or less appealing with a mixed use offer? 

Has the steady growth of serviced apartments in recent years inherently changed the 

implication of hotel valuation with new industry benchmarks?  

 

It seems though that the need to niche oneself as an operator becomes more and more 

important and/or to build very strong loyalty programs because the trend seems to be that SAs 

are taking a larger share of the market even for the short stay and so the traditional hotels have 

to stand out more which is apparent in new developments. That is possibly one reason why 

the boutique hotels are expected to grow in Sweden in the future (HUI Research, 2014)?  

Perhaps in the long-term, traditional hotels are more for leisure guests and create more of an 

entertainment experience in the future and the business guests will stay in establishments with 

more focus on accommodation, which is the core business for serviced apartments! 
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6. CONCLUSION 

 
The sector in Sweden is relatively new which can be told by the number of years the operators 

have been in business. It also seems that business is good for the largest operators with 

increasing turnover every year with healthy profits as well as profit margins averaging around 

14 % over the last three years. Globally there are “branded operators” operating thousands of 

units in many locations but regardless of this it seems that the Swedish serviced apartment 

sector, remains fragmented and reflects a relatively small fraction of the domestic hospitality 

industry. However, global business drivers, specifically growing business travel, extensive 

corporate globalization and a continued need for face-face meetings (Foxley, 2001) suggest a 

growth in the demand for serviced apartments in Sweden. The extent to which this will be 

seen in realized demand remains to be seen. Sweden is a small country where not all global 

corporates are present that may reduce the need for longer project based trips, while 

increasing the number of shorter ``extended stay'' trips and this demand of accommodation is 

perhaps more closely related to that of the hotel sector.   

 

A report from the Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional growth (2012) indicates that 

90% of foreign visitors that are staying two days or more stay at a hotel at their first visit. It 

seems that SAs can compete for these visitors in the future and gain market share considering 

that around 7 million nights are spent by foreign tourists every year. 

There are numerous hotel developments in the pipeline for the County of Stockholm towards 

2020 according to the Hotel Report 2014 and you could expect that some of those 

developments would be entirely or partly developed for the extended stay market. But despite 

these developments the market will still end up with a shortage of rooms considering the 

demand which gives an even greater opportunity to penetrate the market. Finding the right 

location to establish operations will be difficult as we have already established but with the 

rapid growth of the Stockholm area as well as current and future infrastructure projects there 

will be opportunities. 

 

In terms of securing the right properties and locations, the novelty of the serviced apartment 

concept and general unawareness could be a barrier to entry due to landlords leasing to 

established hotel chains rather than an independent operator of SAs! Landlords in Sweden 
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have quite recently become more and more aware of the fact that a hotel can be a very good 

tenant with long leases and maintenance costs and upkeep are usually at the tenant´s expense.  

 

This study shows that awareness of the concept of serviced apartments is believed to be 

relatively low in Sweden among guests from the operators´ perspective. Other research made 

in the US, Asia and Australia (Foxley, 2001) shows that branding is very important in the 

serviced apartment sector and that seem to be one of the contributing factors that awareness is 

so low since the sector in Sweden is very fragmented. Another factor could be the fact that 

there is no international chain present in Sweden? The reason for this is not identified in the 

thesis project but perhaps depends on the fact that Sweden is such a small country? It seems 

though that there would be room enough in the market for such an operator, at least in 

Stockholm. The “be or not to be” for an international chain of serviced apartments in Sweden 

is suggested to be further researched. 

 

This study has made the following contributions to the literature: 

 

 It has confirmed that the concept of serviced apartments is not well known in Sweden 

 It has identified the extent of serviced apartments operators and the number of units 

available 

 Identified that there is a potential for growth for the segment of serviced apartments 

 

If I were going to write about the same thesis topic all over again I would have wanted the 

international operators´ opinion of the Nordic market and its potential in the future as well as 

the view of the business development managers of the Swedish hotel chains. Finally, the 

traditional hotel guests´ answers as to why they choose hotels over SAs? 
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7. APPENDICE 1 
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